TO: Devlin Stone
FROM: David Lear
Date: 5 January 3080
The Clans never cease to amaze when given a task. Every indicator we have says that between the Jihad, troubles in the homeworlds and
rebellion in the Occupation Zones the Clans industrial capacity has been shattered over the last decade. Yet through sheer determination they
have all managed to establish viable factories capable of building everything from Battle Armor to WarShips.
The retreat to the Inner Sphere has meant that most have had to rebuild their logistics and command networks. In this area they may exceed
the Inner Sphere. Their formerly stretched logistics tails have been compressed into a comfortable excess of shipping in their small Occupation
Zones. Combined with their own independent HPG networks and Chatterweb it means all of the Clans can react to attacks far more quickly
than most states.
As I have reported elsewhere the Clans are only an indirect threat to us, but the Combine and Lyrans are certainly nervous about them. By
keeping a close watch on the Clan’s industry we will be able to spot any buildups long before they become a threat.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Objectives: Clans is a BattleTech companion to the Field Report PDF-exclusive series that is designed to provide campaign
players and gamemasters with information about the state of each Clan’s Military-Industrial complex immediately following the
liberation of Terra during the Jihad (and before the eventual formation of the Republic of the Sphere).
Each Inner Sphere Clan is given its own chapter of this document. For each nation, there will be an Overview—a brief synopsis
on the systems within that nation. Split up into two groups, the first is Industrial Update and the second is Strategic Integrity
detailing what happened to them as a whole during the Jihad
The next section is Industrial State, covering the status of all the military industrial companies still functioning and producing
war materiel within the nation and what defending units are stationed within the planetary system. The subsections are broken
up into Industrial systems where factories produce war materiel and components, and other systems containing logistical targets
including refit centers, academies, and non-production dry docks.
Upcoming Projects covers new facilities and lines currently being built or being converted to in efforts to rebuild from the losses
suffered during the Jihad.
Finally, after all the nations have been dealt with individually, the Rules Annex provides an index for where to find advanced
game rules using the information from the planetary statistic boxes and loose guidelines for creating planetary and local militia
defense forces typical to Clan installations.
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CLAN DIAMOND SHARK
OVERVIEW

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
With its highly dispersed holdings, Clan Diamond Shark faces
unique challenges in command and control. For their holdings in
the Clan Occupation Zone they utilize very heavy defensive formations with their accompanying chains of command. Beyond that is
the Chatterweb, keeping lines of communication easier than even
ComStar can. There are also a number of merchant JumpShips with
some Warrior support operating on their own throughout the Inner
Sphere with a large degree of autonomy, ostensible to act as a distributed trade and communications network. As the Inner Sphere
begins to recover, Clan Diamond Shark’s trading network may act
as a logistical backbone, and fill the gaps where the Great Houses’
networks have been destroyed. For a price, of course.
The Clan’s sibko program is a complete mystery. It is speculated
that a program is maintained aboard a WarShip or one of Clan Diamond Shark’s periphery holdings, but no one has seen a juvenile
warrior in years.

Clan Diamond Shark remains perhaps the most enigmatic of
the Clans. Despite establishing a web of trading posts they resent
anyone prying into their affairs. Having arrived on the coattails
of the Invading Clans, Clan Diamond Shark has long been trying
to establish influence in the Inner Sphere. With minimal holdings
but regular interaction with most of the Inner Sphere, they have
been at once at the center and at the edge of events for the last
twenty years. As the Jihad draws to a close, Clan Diamond Shark
are once again central players. As one of the few political entities
with the ability to support interstellar trade they are well positioned to exploit the recovery phase that is expected to begin in
the next few years.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
Clan Diamond Shark was fortunate in that they had existing
industrial complexes on Twycross and Itabaiana at the start of
the Jihad. It is not clear whether they were establishing themselves in the Inner Sphere in anticipation of the upheavals in the
homeworlds or just to move their factories closer to the markets
of the Inner Sphere, but this made the loss of their homeworld
facilities survivable though it left their product range unbalanced. The late 3060s saw Clan Diamond Shark branching out
from BattleMech production into combat vehicles and battle armor. Aerospace was delayed until the mid 3070s and even then
has been curtailed by the need to rebuild. Clan Diamond Shark’s
willingness to experiment with new technologies has been a very
interesting development. It has aggressively purchased weapon
systems from Inner Sphere sources and has reengineered many
of them to Clan standards. As interstellar trade is limited by the
number of available docking collars, small, high value items are
highly desirable. Their refined products will no doubt be vital to
Clan Diamond Shark’s future.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

System (Company)
Itabaiana (CDS Poseidon)
Itabaiana
(Clan Diamond Shark IndustriPlex-C)
Itabaiana (Manufacturing Plant DSF-IT1)
Trondheim (Amau Electronics)
Trondheim (New York Vehicle Y2)
Trondheim (Sea Fox Y3)
Twycross (Trellshire Heavy Industries)
Twycross (DS Aero Assembly Site Rho)

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

0%

65%

0%

100%

0%
0%
25%
20%
0%
0%

90%
100%
85%
90%
100%
70%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.
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INDUSTRIAL STATE

CDS POSEIDON [POTEMKIN
CLASS]/AUXILIARY
PRODUCTION SITE #4

Clan Diamond Shark has been developing an industrial presence
in the Inner Sphere since capturing Twycross in 3065. Since then the
Clan has established industrial sites on Itabaiana and Trondheim
and is likely to do so on their recently acquired Tukayyid holding. It
is suspected that Clan Diamond Shark has established a new fleet
base in the Chainelanes but there is no evidence to confirm this.
It is also presumed that the Clan operates several other Operation
REVIVAL vintage fleet bases in the Periphery, but the resources to
confirm this have so far been lacking. Clan Diamond Shark has been
operating a bare-bones assembly facility on the CDS Poseidon, a Potemkin class WarShip stationed over Itabaiana.

Main Products: Dasher II, Ha Otoko, Piranha and Warhammer IIC
BattleMechs
Location: Orbit
Local Terrain: N/A
Local Climate: N/A

CLAN DIAMOND SHARK
INDUSTRIPLEX-C

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

Main Products: Clan Medium Battle Armor “Rabid” and Elemental
battle armor
Location: Grass (Mato Grosso)
Local Terrain: Urban
Local Climate: Stormy
This modern facility was the Sharks’ original supplier of Elementals for its own use. Once the “Rabid” was acquired from Clan Nova
Cat, it was built here for export. This line is rumored to supply the
DCMS with Clan technology units.

ITABAIANA
Star Type (Recharge Time): G8V (189 hours)
Position in System: 4
Time to Jump Point: 6.19 days
Number of Satellites: 3 (São Cristóvão, Diamante, Cara dos
Peixes)
Surface Gravity: 0.92
Atmosphere Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 25ºC (Temperate)
Surface Water Coverage: 60 percent
Highest Native Life: Amphibians
Recharging Station: Zenith
HPG Class: A (Clan)
Population (3079): 2,385,715,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: B-B-A-B-C
Defending Forces: The Diamond Skate, Seventh Cruiser
Squadron, Thirty-fifth Cruiser Squadron, Fifty-seventh
Combined Assault, Rossei Keshik Supernova (CNC), Nova
Cat Renegades (CNC)
Landmasses (Capital City): Mato Grosso (Brasilia), Arado,
Cauda do Macaco, Cerrado, Coelho, Tesouras
Importance: Command, Industrial, Logistical

MANUFACTURING PLANT DSF-IT1
Main Products: Crimson Hawk, Dasher II and Mad Cat Mk II BattleMechs
Location: Sergipe (Mato Grosso)
Local Terrain: Urban
Local Climate: Mild
This factory began life as a number of mobile production sites
created by stripping homeworld factories. Established on Itabaiana
in 3071 it produced its first original BattleMech, the Crimson Hawk, in
3073. While lacking the output of the massive output of the Twycross
facility, DSF-IT1 concentrates on more modern designs.

PLANETARY MILITIA
Main Programs: Unarmored Infantry
Location: Brasilia (Mato Grosso)
Local Terrain: Wetlands
Local Climate: Rainy
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CLAN HELL’S HORSES
OVERVIEW

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

Sharing no common border with an Inner Sphere state, Clan
Hell’s Horses remains a mystery for most of the last decade. With
time, we have been able to build up a more complete picture. The
Clan was clearly preparing to return to the Inner Sphere before arriving in 3070. In addition to a massive refit and construction program
at the Niles and Tokasha mega factories they established a deep periphery staging point to supply their planned assault on Clan Wolf.
Despite this, Clan Hell’s Horses is less industrially sound than
might be expected. Like all the other Clans they have been ejected
from the Clan homeworlds, this has cut them off from their most
productive factories just as they needed those most, forcing the
Horses to rely on its transported facilities sooner than they likely
planned for. They are further hampered by inhabiting a portion of
the Inner Sphere that was generally lacking industrial capacity prior
to Operation REVIVAL.

System (Company)

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

Csesztreg (Csesztreg Industriplex Alpha)
Csesztreg (Csesztreg Industriplex Beta)
Csesztreg (HH-1)
Csesztreg (Csesztreg Industriplex Epsilon)
Csesztreg (Csesztreg Industriplex Gamma)
Dark Nebula (Dark Nebula Facility)
Kirchbach (Swedenborg Heavy Industries)
New Oslo (Manufacturing Site #3)
Star’s End (Star’s End NavalYard)

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
20%
100%

80%
90%
95%
75%
100%
0%
95%
90%
0%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
Clan Hell’s Horses’ Inner Sphere industry is based around the mobile factories they brought from the homeworlds and a number of
facilities they have captured from Clan Wolf. The Clan’s preference
for vehicles has worked to their advantage and production of these
platforms was ramped up quickly. More difficult has been acquiring an internal source of BattleMechs and aerospace fighters. To
improve their fighting capability the Horses have continued the refit program they started in the homeworlds to use existing chassis
and refit them to more powerful standards. Additionally, they have
leaned on their allies like Clan Wolf-in-Exile to provide technical and
physical support.
While this push to establish an industrial complex where none
existed before has produced impressive results, supplying the new
factories has proven more difficult. The concentration on factories
has allowed resource production and the supporting infrastructure
to slip. Resistance movements also gained a new lease on life after
Clan Hell’s Horses replaced Clan Wolf. The Horses are still learning
the art of counter insurgency combat. Until these problems are resolved, output will remain low.

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
As they had planned to relocate to the Inner Sphere, Clan Hell’s
Horses made sure it brought copies of its genetic program as well
as its sibko program. Both have been established in new complexes
on Csesztreg.
Logistically Clan Hell’s Horses’ fortunes are mixed. They never
possessed a large logistic arm, and the Clan is relatively underequipped in JumpShips. On the other hand, the Occupation Zone
they carved out of Clan Wolf is relatively small, meaning that they
don’t need an extensive network.
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CLan JaDe FaLCon

CLAN JADE FALCON
OVERVIEW

The last decade has seen waves of violence grip the Jade Falcon
Occupation Zone. The power vacuum left in the aftermath of the Ice
Hellion invasion prompted some within the Occupation Zone to rise
up and challenge the Clan for control. These uprising have likely received support from enemies of the Jade Falcons, but the specifics
are unclear as the Clan shut down all communication nodes within
the Occupation Zone and enforced violent quarantines around effected worlds. To add to their troubles, it would appear that Clan
Jade Falcon was recently ejected from the homeworlds.
That Clan Jade Falcon survived these multiple threats is may
be in part due to the Clan’s ability to keep the full extent of their
troubles hidden from view. Much of the Inner Sphere had any idea
of their weakness until the late 3070s. Even now they continue to
present themselves as if in a position of strength, but the damage
taken by their supporting infrastructure means they are far more
fragile then that.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
Clan Jade Falcon didn’t start building Inner Sphere infrastructure until the late 3050s. Even then this effort was nearly snuffed
out when General Christifori captured their early efforts on Butler
in 3064. Events in the homeworlds have forced the Falcons to take
concrete steps to establish Inner Sphere facilities, despite their perceived fragility.
In addition to the industrial megaplexes of Sudeten, Clan Jade
Falcon has established a number of secondary facilities and took an
interest in refitting the factories of Pandora. This effort bore fruit in
the early 3070s when the Clan was ejected from the homeworlds,
but was still susceptible to damage during the massive uprisings of
3071. With several facilities destroyed and most damaged, Clan Jade
Falcon has been forced to begin rebuilding again. The Clan claims
to meet quotas, and has brought a variety of new military vehicles
production facilities online, but production rates and quality control
are considered to be low. Analysts suggest a lack of trained overseers, but with its skilled scientist caste, it is hard to believe Clan Jade
Falcon lacks the know-how needed.

naTar sHieLD sysTeM sCanner (version 2.7.14)

.

.48

0

.64
STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)
System (Company)

seCUriTy LeveL: ToPaz
Current
Operating
Losses* Capacity

Butler (Butler Ship Yards)
Erewhon (CJF Factory Zone 4)
Erewhon (CJF Factory Zone 5)
Erewhon (Eagle Craft Group)
Pandora (Quikscell)
Pandora (Red Devil Industries)
Sudeten
(Falcon’s Roost Orbital Assembly Plant)
Sudeten (Olivetti Weaponry)
Sudeten (Trellshire Heavy Industries)

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
No one knows why Khan Marthe Pryde made provision for the
establishment of genetic repositories within the Occupation Zone. It
seems unlikely that she could have predicted the rapid reversals that
awaited her Clan after 3067. Whatever the reason, her forethought has
saved the genetic legacy of her Clan for future generations. While several sites were destroyed in the chaos of 3071, the majority still remain.
The Occupation Zone contained several Lyran military schools,
but with its own sibko program in the homeworlds, Clan Jade Falcon
had little interest in these facilities. That has changed and the three
major facilities have all received an injection of resources.

10%
35%
100%
55%
0%
0%

35%
75%
0%
70%
55%
85%

0%

80%

65%
20%

50%
85%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.
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CLAN SNOW RAVEN
OVERVIEW

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

Clan Snow Raven and the Outworlds Alliance are increasingly intertwined. Together they share industry, logistic networks and command facilities. They have spilt blood together and healed each other’s scars. Yet still there remain deep divisions between the nations
which they will have to be overcome if they wish to live together. For
now mutual advantage keeps them united. But with the Jihad winding down the inefficiencies and redundancies caused by the mutual
desire to keep some separation is starting to result in jealousies and
conflict over supplies and recognition. It has been suggested that
this can only be overcome through unifying the two people, but for
now this does not seem to be a priority.

System (Company)
Alpheratz (Alliance Defenders Limited)
Alpheratz (Arenthir Electronics)
Alpheratz
(Bonaventure [Potemkin Class]/Facility 12-C)
Alpheratz (Mountain Wolf BattleMechs)
Dante
(Eden Rose [Potemkin Class]/Facility 12-D)
Dante
(Scavenger [Volga Class]/Facility 12-E)
Dante (Snow Raven Industrial Complex
Alpha/ Facility 12-D)
Dante
(Snow Raven Industrial Complex Kappa)
Lushann (Lushann Industrials Limited)
Mitchella
(United Outworlders Corporation)
Praxton (Praxton Fusion Products Limited)
Quatre Belle (Crest Foundries)
Quatre Belle
(Treachery [Potemkin]/Facility 12-A)
Ramora (CSR Battle Armor Facility Alpha)
Ramora (Raveena Electronics)
Ramora (United Outworlders Corporation)
Ramora
(Wild Swan [Potemkin Class]/Facility 12-B)
Sevon (Alliance Mining and Geology)
Sevon (Alliance Motors Ltd.)

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
The development of Clan Snow Raven’s industry has been confused and patchy. When their fleets arrived in the late 3060s they
were totally dependent upon ship based mobile factories. While this
was adequate for a low operating tempo, the need to support the rebuilding of both their own Touman, develop an industrial base and
rebuild the shattered world of Alpheratz pushed these mobile factories away from military to civilian production. With Dante’s industries
wiped clean by orbital bombardment, new factories had to be built
from scratch. Clan Snow Raven has concentrated on Quatre Belle as
the core of a new aerospace industry. At the same time United Outworlders Corporation, eager for the advantages of Clan technology,
has volunteered its own factories for development by the Clan.
Factories with the designation Facility 12-A through12-E are mobile facilities based in WarShips. Over time many of these factories
have been moved planet side.

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

0%
0%

100%
100%

0%

75%

0%

80%

0%

40%

0%

75%

0%

80%

0%

75%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%
0%

100%
90%

0%

70%

0%
0%
50%

100%
100%
60%

35%

80%

0%
0%

100%
100%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
The situation in the Outworlds Alliance is one of duplication.
Both the Outworlds Alliance and Clan Snow Raven operate separate command networks centered on their respective capitals,
despite the shared responsibility in defending the Alliance. This is
made more complex on worlds like Alpheratz and Ramora, where
these networks run through the same buildings and offices with
little interaction. This is also true of logistics, especially as Clan
Snow Raven has established strategic alliances with preferred major producers like UOC.
Clan Snow Raven’s sibko program status is mixed. While they
were able to retain a large portion of their sibkin, they now lack
the facilities to train them. The Alliance has the facilities available,
but the Clan is unwilling to use these supposedly “inferior” facilities,
while there is a strong reluctance within the Alliance Military Corps
to allow Clan Snow Raven into their “elite” academies. For now it is

primarily the Clan that suffers. In the meantime the AMC makes use
of its old training facilities on Alpheratz, Lushann, Dneiper and Ferris
to produce below-average MechWarriors while every planet in the
Alliance still has local facilities churning out militia.

INDUSTRIAL STATE

After relocating to the Inner Sphere, Clan Snow Raven had to rebuild its industrial base from scratch. Despite the apparent rushed
nature of their relocation they were able to make use of a number
of their WarShips as basic factories for military and civilian products.
These proved invaluable in the wake of the Word of Blake attacks,
but redirecting much of their output to the Outworld Alliance has
compromised the Clan’s own recovery.
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CLAN NOVA CAT
OVERVIEW

INDUSTRIAL STATE

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

The years of the Jihad have been one of trials for Clan Nova Cat.
Their relationship with the Draconis Combine has soured, which cut
off much needed resources. The Touman has been gutted by a decade of conflict and is in desperate need of rest and refit. At the same
time internal forces urge the Clan to support the Coalition with ever
more zeal. The future will require great delicacy if Clan Nova Cat is
going to recover to a point where it will be able to stand on its own
again.

Clan Nova Cat has been ravaged by attacks from Word of Blake
and the Black Dragons. This has cost them the ability to produce
many of their traditional designs, but has allowed new platforms
to come to the fore. As much by necessity as by design the Clan’s
armament’s industry has gained balance, producing BattleMechs,
vehicles and battle armor. Notably aerospace facilities are still lacking, with the Clan increasingly dependent upon the naval yards of
the Draconis Combine.

Clan Nova Cat had never intended to establish itself in the Inner Sphere, but once the decision was made for them, they began
to upgrade their holdings’ industry. The unexpected devastation
that followed in the Trial of Abjuration has left the unprepared Clan
struggling for decades.
Clan Nova Cat’s Irece facilities took heavy damage when attacked by Word of Blake in 3072, while Avon Alpha was temporarily
taken offline by the Black Dragon raids. The Clan has since tried to
rebuild but resources are extremely limited.

AVON
Star Type (Recharge Time): G8V (189 hours)
Position in System: 5
Time to Jump Point: 6.19 days
Number of Satellites: None
Surface Gravity: 1.07
Atmosphere Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 37C (Hot)
Surface Water Coverage: 47percent
Highest Native Life: Birds
Recharging Station: None
HPG Class: B
Population (3079): 1,125,000,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: A-A-B-B-B
Defending Forces: Nova Cat Dragoons Cluster
Landmasses (Capital City): Albion (Stratford), Britannia, Norman
Importance: Industrial

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
Clan Nova Cat established a sibko program on Irece not long
after their Abjuration. Three training facilities were established on
Irece with a fourth on Teniente while the program was expanded
with an eye to an increased Touman. Unfortunately the Jihad has not
been kind. The three Irece facilities did not survive Word of Blake’s
3072 attack, though most of the students survived. Additionally the
heavy combat of the Jihad has fully made use of the excess warriors
leading to no net growth of the Touman.
Before the Jihad, Clan Nova Cat was able to tap the Combine for
additional troops and access to training facilities. With the current
distrust the old programs have to be restarted from scratch.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

System (Company)
Avon (Avon Alpha)
Avon (Matabushi,Inc)
Irece (Irece Alpha)
Irece (Barcella Battlearmor Facility)
Irece (Barcella Beta)
Irece (Irece Delta Refit Centre)
Irece (Barcella-LAW)
Coudoux (Mualang Alpha)

AVON ALPHA

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

50%
35%
55%
35%
30%
15%
0%
0%

70%
80%
65%
75%
80%
100%
90%
90%

Main Products: Sphinx BattleMech
Location: Godoy (Bellifontain)
Local Terrain: Light Urban
Local Climate: Mild

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.
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CLAN WOLF OVERVIEW

Of all the Clans, Clan Wolf is perhaps in the worst position. With
no allies and minimal industry, Clan Wolf has had to buy their way
out of trouble using the resources of the Occupation Zone. Still they
retain their confidence and look forward to the future, but history
has shown in modern warfare that élan is no match for materiel.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE

INDUSTRIAL STATE

Built virtually from scratch, Clan Wolf’s new industrial centers
are finally starting to provide the Clan with useful numbers of military vehicles.

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

Despite needing to build from scratch, Clan Wolf has achieved remarkable things over the last decade. Production has concentrated on
BattleMechs, combat vehicles and battle armor, all cheap and easy to
build and maintain. OmniMechs will likely have to wait, as will aerospace,
though Clan Wolf has several maintenance facilities, which allows what
aerospace and naval equipment they have to stay in top condition.
Something that is rarely mentioned in these documents is the
development of Clan Wolf’s resource gathering and processing.
Heavily reliant on purchasing military equipment from other Clans,
Clan Wolf has invested in industries like mining to secure raw materials for trade. The importance of these industries has made working
conditions somewhat draconian making them ideal locations for
any raider to find local assistance.

DELL
Star Type (Recharge Time): K3V (194 hours)
Position in System: 4
Time to Jump Point: 4.62 days
Number of Satellites: 2 (Ai Kanaka, Lona)
Surface Gravity: 0.98
Atmosphere Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 27°C (Temperate)
Surface Water Coverage: 86 percent
Highest Native Life: Amphibians
Recharging Station: Zenith
HPG Class: B (Clan)
Population (3079): 300,000,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: C-B-C-C-B
Defending Forces: Fourth Striker Cluster
Landmasses (Capital City): Kauai (Cosmopolis), Honolulu,
Kalawao, Maui, Hawaii, Sandwich
Importance: Industrial

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY

Clan Hell’s Horses’ invasion has done Clan Wolf a favor in that
it has reduced the area the relatively small Touman had to control.
It has also made the internal lines of communication very secure.
Twenty years of maintaining a logistical line back to the homeworlds
mean that Clan Wolf is not lacking in JumpShips. With plenty of free
docking collars, this makes internal trade easier than in most states.
An example of this is the use of Tamar as a final assembly point for
BattleMechs where many would prefer to build an assembly line on
Weingarten. While these excess JumpShips are of marginal use now
that the Clan is cut off from the Homeworlds, they will allow the Clan
to accelerate growth and tie the worlds together economically.
Clan Wolf made great efforts to protect is genetic program and has
publicly stated it retains the Kerensky legacy. However the needs of war
have denuded the sibko program of even under aged Warriors. This has
forced the acceptance of a significant number of freeborn volunteers
into the program. Most are shuffled off to vehicle units with minimal
training. So far natives are not given access to military hardware, probably a wise decision given the uprisings of recent times.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)
System (Company)
Dell (Dell Aerospace Industriplex
Tamar (W-7 Facilities)
Weingarten (W-7 Facilities)
Zoetermeer (Zoetermeer Alpha Complex)

DELL AEROSPACE INDUSTRIPLEX
Main Products: Aerospace components
Location: Hickam (Honolulu)
Local Terrain: Light Urban
Local Climate: Rainy
Formerly the location of Bowie’s Star League Chippewa plant
enough infrastructure remained for Clan Wolf to establish a basic
aerospace industry.

PLANETARY MILITIA

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

0%
65%
0%
0%

100%
60%
100%
100%

Main Programs: Unarmored Infantry
Location: A’oli (Sandwich)
Local Terrain: Wetlands
Local Climate: Rainy

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.
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CLAN WOLF (IN-EXILE)
OVERVIEW

INDUSTRIAL STATE

Clan Wolf (In-Exile) didn’t hesitate about leaping into the Jihad
and paid the price for its prominent role. Industrially the Clan came
through the Jihad somewhat intact, despite having Shadow Divisions land on Arc-Royal. After coming through the fire Clan Wolf (InExile) now faces new challenges.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
Clan Wolf (In-Exile) had one of the more mature industrial complexes in 3067 and the years since then have generally seen it expand,
gaining a degree of balance that did not exist previously. There has
even been a constant stream of new equipment marching off the
lines of Arc-Royal despite the disruption of attacks by Word of Blake.
Despite this there are signs of decline. The equipment in the Clan
factories is old. Not Succession War old, but they do date back to the
original mobile facilities captured from Clan Ghost Bear. As mobile
facilities they lack the ruggedness of a traditional factory and twenty
years of production have taken their toll. With only the resources of
part of a single planet, Wolf (In-Exile)’s independence works against
it. Where Arc-Royal Mech Works could lobby the Archon for funding
for upgrades, the Wolf (In-Exile)s can only do so after making concessions for the sharing of Clan technology. Trade with Clan Hells
Horses has helped, but any future deals may not be forthcoming as
the Horses face scrutiny from their neighboring Clans.

Based out of Arc-Royal, Clan Wolf (In-Exile) was the stuff of legends.
A combination of Lyran money and Clan industry saw an extensive
industrial complex spring up in the years after 3058. It all came to
a screeching halt in March, 3072 when Word of Blake managed to
get three divisions on the surface. The result was the destruction of
several BattleMech lines and the disruption of the rest. The Clan has
struggled to recover, deploying several new BattleMechs, but many
OmniMech designs are no longer being produced.

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
ARC-ROYAL
Star Type (Recharge Time): G3V (184 hours)
Position in System: 4
Time to Jump Point: 8.53 days
Number of Satellites: 2 (Deven, Thorwatch)
Surface Gravity: 1.01
Atmosphere Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 32° C (Mild-Temperate)
Surface Water Coverage: 74 percent
Highest Native Life: Mammal
Recharging Station: Zenith, Nadir
HPG Class: A
Population (3079): 1,823,000,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: A-A-A-A-A
Defending Forces: Golden Keshik, Wolf Spider Keshik, Thirteenth Wolf Guards Cluster, Second Wolf Legion Cluster
plus mercenary units under Lyran Command
Landmasses (Capital City): Gerechtland, Grunwald,
Gutheim (Old Connaught, Wolf City)
Importance: Command, Industrial, Logistical

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY
Arc-Royal is not the capital of the Donegal March. As such it is not
a core hub of the Lyran command or logistic network. On the other
hand, as the home base of ComStar, Wolf’s Dragoons and a major mercenary industry it is a major communications hub all on its own.
On-world there are a number of training facilities for the mercenary groups that call Arc-Royal home. These are naturally shunned
by the Wolf (In-Exile)s who makes use of a tract of the Grungurtel
Jungle around the fortress of Solitude.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

System (Company)
Arc-Royal (WC Aerospace Annex)
Arc-Royal (WC Auxiliary Factory Epsilon)
Arc-Royal (WC Site 1)
Arc-Royal (WC Site 2)
Arc-Royal (WC Site 3)
Arc-Royal (WC Site 4)

LUPIS MAJORIS

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

15%
0%
35%
30%
35%
40%

90%
10%
80%
90%
75%
75%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.

Main Products: Naval refits and repairs
Location: Orbit
Local Terrain: N/A
Local Climate: N/A
Little has been done to expand Lupus Majoris beyond extra scaffolding to handle more ships during the Jihad. While it has been
presumed that Lupus Majoris could build a JumpShip or even a WarShip, it would have to overcome a serious lack of institutional knowledge and experience.
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CLAN GHOST BEAR
OVERVIEW

STRATEGIC INTEGRITY

With its large Touman and superb infrastructure the Ghost Bear
Dominion has come through the Jihad relatively well. Either good
luck or good timing made sure that the Clan Ghost Bear had evacuated the Homeworlds long before the current troubles started and
made sure they did not enter the Jihad too early so to exhaust themselves like Clan Nova Cat. Instead the challenges to the Dominion
come from within. The ongoing terrorist attacks are less a threat than
the mood of the people and their desire for freedom. The needs of
the Jihad forced the Unity Council to relax many of their restrictions
for both good and ill, but now they have to rein in these forces and
it is unclear if they can.

INDUSTRIAL UPDATE
Clan Ghost Bear has taken a liberal approach to industry over
the last fifteen years. The merchant caste has interacted directly
with native factory boards, which has resulted in a far more capitalist economy than is normal in the command economies of the
Clans. The results have been mixed. Production has skyrocketed
both in the military and civilian sectors resulting in a more amiable
population and more efficient industrial sector. Competition for
the Clan’s Kerenskies has seen innovative companies like Benson
and Bjorn introduce more effective equipment to the Clan. At the
same time this increased independence has had unexpected effects. Companies seem unwilling to produce an OmniMech when
they can sell more specialist BattleMechs. Bergan Industries has
sought funding and partners outside of the Dominion when internal funding wasn’t forthcoming. Odin Manufacturing has started
an economic war with Bergan for dominance within the Clan, inciting Rasalhagian nationalism in the process. And Joint Equipment
Systems has found itself at the head of a web of factories in the
Federated Suns selling hardware to the Inner Sphere. All of this is
deeply concerning to the Unity Council, which has no experience
with this kind of competition.
Against this backdrop military damage is thankfully straight
forward. The Dominion has proven nearly immune to attacks
from Word of Blake, partly because of its remoteness, and partly
because twenty years of counter insurgency operations against
Mimir have hardened the Clan’s military facilities against easy
attack. Despite this there have been ongoing incidents over
the years. Radstadt has been virtually written off. The Firemoth
factory on Thule was destroyed in 3073 and Odin Manufacturing suffered damage in 3068. We know the Dominion suffered
further insurgent attacks in the aftermath of the Omni-Paradise
Bombing, but for the most part this seems to have only affected
civilian targets.

Clan Ghost Bear has been establishing itself in the Inner Sphere
since 3049. With typical patience, time and resources they have the
most developed infrastructure of any Clan. Alshain has become the
capital of the Ghost Bear Dominion, a teeming logistic and command hub, and home of the primary genetic repository and sibko
program. Regional capitals have been established at Rasalhague
and Skandia to improve reaction times, both militarily and to civilian concerns. Duplicate repositories and sibko facilities have been
established on these worlds.
The Radstadt Academy was a painful loss but has been offset
to a degree by increasing integration with the Tyra Miraborg Memorial Academy on Orestes. The Frihet Training Facility remains an
open wound, and there has been resistance to efforts to introduce
changes. Recent years have seen an effort made to have local training facilities in each of the three provinces.
Logistically the Dominion has retained its sophisticated transport networks, largely thanks to the Alshain shipyards. The ability
to produce JumpShips allowed the Dominion to absorb losses to
Blakist raiders though numbers are still down from 3067.
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STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
AT A GLANCE (DEC 3079)

System (Company)
Alshain (Alshain Naval Yards (Civilian))
Alshain (Alshain Naval Yards (Military))
Alshain (Bergan Industries)
Alshain (Bergan Industries BA Annex)
Alshain (Joint Equipment Systems)
Alshain (Odin Manufacturing)
Alshain (Tseng Facility)
Goito (Dominion Facility Kappa-4)
Grumium (Grumium Creations)
Mannedorf (BA Facility Gamma)
Orestes (Janesek Industries)
Orestes (Odin Manufacturing)
Rasalhague
(Gorton, Kingsley & Thorpe Enterprises)
Rasalhague (Rasalhague Armor Works)
Satalice
(Gorton, Kingsley & Thorpe Enterprises)
Spittal (Benson and Bjorn)
Thule (Bergan Industries)
Tinaca (Odin Manufacturing)

Losses*

Current
Operating
Capacity

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
30%

100%
85%
90%
100%
100%
85%
80%
95%
60%
70%
60%
55%

0%

75%

0%

95%

0%

75%

0%
50%
0%

90%
25%
80%

*Capital and personnel losses at location since the start of the Jihad.

RULES ANNEX

NUMBER OF SATELLITES

The following section is provided to assist both players and gamemasters in providing guidelines and reference tables for those wishing to use Objectives to create a game or campaign around one of the
listed (or one newly created) target system, factory, or city. The following rules primarily rely on the players’ understanding of the core game
play rules found in Total Warfare (TW) and Tactical Operations (TO), but
additional references may be made to Strategic Operations (SO).
Players and gamemasters alike should realize that these rules are
actually more a set of suggestions than they are “hard and fast” rules
for game campaigns. Those creating tracks and scenarios are encouraged to accept, modify, or even completely ignore these rules if
they prove too cumbersome.

This line indicates how many natural satellites (moons) the target
world has (and their names, if applicable). Many orbital facilities may
be found in the LaGrange Points (regions where the gravitational
forces between the planet and its moon or moons cancel each other
out), and some of these same points (specifically, places near the L-1
points) are occasionally used as “pirate points” by daring raiders who
wish to radically cut down transit times and local defense preparations. In night combat situations, worlds with one or more moons or
rings may produce lighting effects caused by solar reflections off the
lunar surfaces (depending, of course, on lunar phases), while worlds
without any moons at all may present equally distracting effects. To
reflect these possible effects as applicable, see the Full Moon Night,
Moonless Night, or Pitch Black rules, on p. 58 of Tactical Operations.

USING PLANETARY
INFORMATION

SURFACE GRAVITY
Surface Gravity has a distinct affect on the performance of virtually all combat units in game play. Values higher than 1.00 reflect
worlds where units are significantly heavier than they are under normal Terran gravity, while values lower than 1.00 reflect worlds where
units are significantly lighter. The full effects of gravity on combat
may be found on p. 55 of Tactical Operations.

Each of the objective systems in this book was presented with
a block of basic planetary data. This data provides key details that
players can use to further tailor their game play, reflecting the
unique features of the target world and the objective in question.
The following rules identify the core rules that apply, based on the
indicated world data.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

STAR TYPE, POSITION IN SYSTEM,
TIME TO JUMP POINT

This detail describes the relative density and breathability of the
local atmosphere, and can have a profound impact on game play if
the atmosphere is anything but “Standard (Breathable)”. Thinner or
Thicker atmospheres can affect the use of several unit types in gameplay and may even have an impact on weather conditions (see Local
Weather Rules, later in this section). Likewise, atmospheres classified
as Tainted or Toxic can affect how various combat units function and
suffer damage in game play. For rules covering Atmospheric Pressure, see pp. 54-55 of Tactical Operations for pressure variations, and
p. 56 of Tactical Operations for Tainted and Toxic Atmosphere effects.

These lines are most pertinent to the advanced aerospace aspects of gameplay defined in Strategic Operations, and will generally have no impact on games that focus entirely on ground combat.
Star Type identifies the color, size, and stability of the world’s
primary star, as well as how long an arriving JumpShip requires to
charge its K-F drive while in system (using only its jump sail). Particularly large and/or unstable stars can be prone to odd lighting
effects that can affect combat, such as glares and solar flares. Rules
for Glare and Solar Flare effects may be found in Tactical Operations
(see p. 58, TO).
Position in System indicates how many orbital positions away
from the star the world orbits; a “position” could be held by other
planets or asteroid belts.
The Time to Jump Point indicates how many days’ worth of travel
DropShips accelerating (at 1 G, the same acceleration produced by
gravity on Terra) would take to travel from the system’s standard zenith or nadir jump points to the target world. This transit time includes a mid-point turnover and 1 G deceleration rate as well, which
are standard transit rates to and from most worlds. Longer distances
between the world and its local jump point mean longer transit
times for incoming vessels and thus more time for local defenders
to arrange defenses once they realize there are inbound attackers.

EQUATORIAL TEMPERATURE
AND SURFACE WATER
A world’s Equatorial Temperature helps define whether the world can
be broadly classified as hot, warm, or cold by indicating the temperate
(in degrees Celsius) it averages at the equator—typically the warmest
region on the planet’s surface. Temperatures at the north and south pole
of most worlds may average as much as 30 degrees colder than at the
world’s equator, but it is always important to know that local conditions
such as weather and terrain can vary these averages somewhat. Nevertheless, the equatorial temperature helps players gauge whether much
of the world will likely be arctic, tropical, desert, and so forth. If objectives
fall in regions where temperatures are extreme (below –30 Celsius or
above 50 Celsius), Extreme Temperature rules (see p. 62, TO), will apply.
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LOCAL TERRAIN AND CLIMATE
Finally, the local terrain and climate around the target site is identified. These factors help players set up the battlefield by helping to
identify what mapsheets and/or terrain dominates the lands around
the target site. For the Local Terrain, this most directly defines the
specific Random Mapsheet Table (see p. 263, TW) that applies to the
region around the target site. If a site indicates Orbital terrain, it is a
space station, and thus all action would take space on a space mapsheet. If additional advanced terrain features apply—most often the
Heavy Industrial Zone feature—they will be noted in parentheses
beside the Local Terrain listing, and can be found by referencing the
terrain tables on p. 69 of Tactical Operations.
Local Climate then defines the dominant weather “type” that
forces may encounter in the vicinity of the objective (Mild, Windy,
Rainy, Stormy or Arid). This is a broad classification of weather
conditions that are common to that site, but the actual nature of
any weather at the time forces land and do battle in the area can
vary randomly. To reflect this, before a scenario begins, the game
master should roll 1D6 and consult the appropriate Local Climate
column of the Local Weather Table shown below. If the result is
No Weather, then combat may begin with no atmospheric activities (though lighting effects, gravity, and temperatures may still be
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Mild

Windy

Rainy

Stormy

Arid/Icy

1

No Weather

No Weather

No Weather

*

No Weather
No Weather

2

No Weather

Table 1 (–1)

Table 2 (–1)

Table 4 (–1)

3

Table 1 (–1)

Table 1 (+0)

Table 2 (+0)

Table 4 (+0)

No Weather

4

Table 2 (–1)

Table 1 (+1)

Table 2 (+1)

Table 4 (+1)

Table 1 (+1)

5

Table 3 (–1)

Table 2 (–1)

Table 3 (–2)

Table 3 (+2)

Table 1 (+0)

6

Table 4 (–2)

Table 4 (–2)

Table 4 (–2)

Table 2 (+2) Table 2/3**(+2)

WEATHER TABLE 1:
WIND

*Roll 1D6 Again; On 1-3 No Weather; On 4, Table 1 (–1); on 5, Table 2 (–1); on 6, table 3 (–1)
**Use Table 2 for Arid and Table 3 for Icy

WEATHER TABLE 2:
RAIN

In addition to planetary data, each entry listed in this book also
includes brief data on the various factories and facilities that make
critical objectives for BattleTech campaigns. These objectives come
in two broad classes: production sites and training sites. Production
sites (factories and such) will be identified by listing what their main
products are, while training sites are identified by listing what their
main programs are. In both cases, an attacker may expect some of
the site’s “products” scrambled to defend the target sites. For example, the Eagle Craft Group plant on Erewhon produces Thor BattleMechs, which will likely appear in the home defense force, while the
AGDA Training Facility Alpheratz trains infantry, vehicle crews and
MechWarriors, which will add cadets (and instructors) as infantry, piloting fighters, and driving tanks to the local defense force.
The locations of these sites (by city/county, and landmass) will
then be listed. These tie into the planet’s local geography, as defined
under the planet’s Landmasses data.

Roll

WEATHER TABLE 3:
SNOW

USING
TARGET SITE DATA

LOCAL WEATHER TABLES

WEATHER TABLE 4:
COMBINED

plying basic war materials not covered by heavy industrial output.
Command worlds are those with significant interstellar government
functions, such as regional capitals and military command centers.
Raiders tend to favor Industrial worlds for their resources and finished products, while invasion forces tend to favor targeting Command and Logistical centers to cripple the enemy’s leadership and
supply lines pending (if possible) the conquest of Industrial worlds.

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Light Gale (see p. 61, TO)

2

Moderate Gale (see p. 61, TO)

3

Strong Gale (see p. 61, TO)

4

Storm (see p. 61, TO)

5

Tornado F1-F3 (see p. 61, TO)

6+

Tornado F4+ (see p. 62, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Light Fog (see p. 57, TO)

2

Heavy Fog (see p. 57, TO)

3

Light Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

4

Moderate Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

5

Heavy Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)

6+

Torrential Downpour (see p. 59, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Sleet (see p. 60, TO)

2

Light Hail (see p. 57, TO)

3

Heavy Hail (see p. 58, TO)

4

Light Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

5

Moderate Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

6+

Heavy Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)

1D6 Result

Weather Conditions

0 or less

No Weather

1

Gusting Rain (see p. 59, TO)

2

Snow Flurries (see p. 60, TO)

3

Blizzard (see p. 60, TO)

4

Blowing Sand (see p. 62, TO)

5

Ice Storm (see p. 62, TO)

6+

Lightning Storm (see p. 59, TO)

